Rubinstein-Taybi Syndrome (RTS)
Prevalence
Although prevalence estimates have varied it is thought that the most accurate estimate is
approximately 1 in 125,000 live births.
Genetics
RTS is a multiple congenital anomaly syndrome. The first genetic abnormalities identified were
breakpoints, mutations and microdeletions within chromosome 16p13.3. Molecular analysis
subsequently highlighted a gene located on chromosome 16p13.3 that coded for the cyclic
AMP response element binding protein (CBP). In addition to the chromosomal rearrangements
of chromosome 16, RTS can also arise from heterozygous point mutations in the CBP gene
itself. More recently, the E1A Binding Protein, P300 has also implicated. P300 is located at
22q13.2 and is a homolog of CBP. Both are highly related in structure and function and
consequently mutations in p300 can also result RTS. However, genetic markers are only found
in around 55% of cases and therefore individuals are typically diagnosed through clinical
characteristics.
Physical features
The physical characteristics associated with RTS have been well documented and include
broad thumbs and toes, microcephaly, excessive hair growth and dental abnormalities. The
classical facial appearance in RTS is also well documented. Descrip tions typically include a
prominent ‘beaked’ nose, eyes with downward slanting palpebral fissures, long eyelashes,
thick eyebrows, and a small mouth. Feeding and related weight difficulties have been reported
in the literature, with descriptions of poor appetite, vomiting and failure to thrive during infancy
followed by enhanced appetite and weight gain in adolescence. Other health problems include
renal abnormalities, constipation, recurrent upper respiratory infections, undescended testes
in males and keloids. Importantly, it has been documented that individuals with RTS may
suffer an increased risk of developing cancer. Therefore, attention to early symptoms
indicative of tumours is important to ensure early intervention.

Behavioural characteristics
Although still in its infancy, the literature outlining the behavioural phenotype of RTS is
growing. Studies have described “stubbornness”, sleeping difficulties and a tendency for
individuals to be “emotional” and “excitable”. The presence of ADHD -type behaviours such as
impulsivity and hyperactivity has also been noted. The two most frequently noted
characteristics relate to social behaviour and repetitive behaviour. Stereotyped behaviours
such as rocking, spinning, and hand flapping, appear to be common. Oth er repetitive
behaviours noted in around three quarters of individuals with RTS include an adherence to
routine and an insistence on sameness. Reports have described those with RTS as
“overfriendly” and “happy” individuals who “ love adult attention” and “ know no strangers”.
Such descriptions have led to the suggestion that individuals with RTS may show superior
social competency and social communication skills when compared to those with other causes
of ID. In a recent study comparing children with RTS to a matched heterogeneous intellectual
disability (HID) group, findings showed that those with RTS showed superior performance on
items including acceptance of physical contact, initiating play with other children, and quality

of eye contact. In this same study individuals with RTS displayed significantly higher scores
than matched HID controls on items assessing the stereotypies ‘flaps arms/hands when
excited’, ‘extremely pleased with certain movements/keeps doing them’ and ‘makes odd/fast
movements with fingers/hands’.

Cognitive characteristics
Intellectual disability (ID) is an associated characteristic of RTS. Although estimates regarding
the degree of ID have varied across studies it is thought that most individuals lie within the
mild to moderate range. Genetics studies have started to link the molecular abnormalities to
cognitive dysfunction in RTS. The CREB binding protein implicated in RTS has been shown to
underlie long term memory formation and consequently it has been suggested that ID may be
related to impaired long term memory. Preliminary work assessing social cognition in RTS
indicates some ‘precursor’ social cognitive abilities are intact but there may be subsequent
deficits in later developing Theory of Mind. In addition, there is emerging ev idence that
executive function abilities may be compromised in RTS relative to mental age and that these
difficulties may be related to repetitive behaviours observed in the syndrome.
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